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Assessment Angst: The Never Ending Story 
 
Allegheny County�s long running assessment saga seems no closer to resolution than it 
was back in February when the new 2006 numbers were to be released. The County 
Executive refused to release the new numbers even though the Chief Assessor said they 
met International assessment accuracy standards.  Since then, the situation has been one 
of chaos and posturing with far more heat than light directed at the problem. And as 
matters stand at the moment, it is unclear what set of assessment values, if any, will be 
certified for use by taxing bodies for 2006.  
 
As an example of where the meanderings have taken assessments this year, consider the 
Kennedy Township home that sold for $165,000 in June 2004. That home has been 
assessed for $114,000 since 2002. The 2006 assessment the Chief Exec threw out was 
$153,000.  His September �trending� proposal would have put the assessment at 
$174,400.  The Republicans� recent proposal of taking 80 percent of the originally 
calculated 2006 value would place the assessment at $123,000.  The point is that none of 
the assessment plans prevent this homeowner from having a higher assessed value. What 
could the buyer have expected when he/she paid $41,000 (45 %) more than the home was 
assessed for?     
 
Despite the obvious increase this homeowner would have incurred under the 
administration�s trending�and withdrawn�proposal, the Executive remains adamant 
that he will not permit backdoor tax hikes through the assessment process, arguing that 
school districts will not obey the law requiring them to take no more than a 5 percent 
revenue windfall from the reassessment.  In addition, he was recently quoted as saying, � 
these assessments are wrong and these assessments have caused major tax increases.�  
Supposedly, the Exec was referring to the existing 2002 numbers since no other 
assessments could have already caused major tax increases.  
 
If the 2002 values are so bad, one wonders why the Exec would want to keep them as a 
base year as he recently recommended doing.  Using 2002 as a base year presents serious 
problems beyond the fact that the numbers differ substantially from current market 
values.  That means locking in inequities for many more years. Moreover, how do we 
value new homes built since 2002?  If construction costs are used for the new homes and 
old market values are used for existing homes, the result will be a hopeless mess. If 
construction costs are to be used, then all existing properties would need to be revalued 
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based on some base year construction cost and land value. That will be a monumental and 
perhaps impossible undertaking.   
 
Two things must be kept front and center in discussing assessments in Allegheny County.  
First, it is the County�s job to develop the best possible assessment values in order to 
ensure that property owners pay their fair share of taxes.  Second, the amount of taxes 
collected by schools and municipalities is to be determined by their elected boards. There 
is little that is more disingenuous than blaming assessments for high taxes.  High taxes 
are caused by excessive spending.   
 
We have heard repeatedly that it is not fair that surrounding counties such as Butler and 
Washington have gone for many years without reassessing, and as a result, the 
assessment changes in Allegheny County are driving people out and into Butler and 
Washington.  But that argument is shopworn. Actually, the real force driving folks out of 
Allegheny County is the amount of taxes paid. Consider that a home selling in Butler 
County recently for $169,000 pays $2,300 in total school, county and municipal taxes. A 
similarly priced home in Pittsburgh, assessed at market value, would pay $4,970 in total 
property taxes, more than double Butler�s taxes.  Butler County taxing bodies can and do 
raise millage rates as needed to cover spending. But, by virtue of holding spending down, 
they are able to avoid imposing the hefty tax burden Allegheny County property owners 
face. 
 
Playing games with assessments will never correct this county-to-county taxation 
disparity. If the hypothetical home in Pittsburgh is deliberately underassessed to hold 
taxes down for its owner, then other Pittsburgh property owners will have to make up the 
difference by paying more than their fair share.  There is no way around it.  Instead, if 
school and municipal spending were reduced substantially all property owners could 
enjoy a tax cut.   
 
It is worth repeating. The County�s responsibility is to produce the most accurate 
assessments possible recognizing that absolutely perfect assessment values for all parcels 
in the County is not achievable. That�s why standards of accuracy have been established.  
The only way to establish fairness among taxpayers is to meet or exceed those standards.  
 
This cannot be done inexpensively.  As we have recommended on many occasions, the 
school districts and the municipalities should help to pay for two or three years of 
intensive effort using qualified people to update all property information and perform the 
detailed, hands on work necessary to get the assessed values to credible levels. Extensive 
testing of results and evaluation of methodologies will be required.  Thereafter, constant 
updating of data and annual reassessments will be needed to keep the assessments up to 
date. 
 
Sadly, most of 2005 has been wasted developing assessments schemes that are not legal, 
not defensible or, in one case, not understandable. It would have been far better to have 
followed the Institute�s recommendation of March 14.  We suggested the County take 
two months to investigate and correct systematic errors in the newly calculated values. 



We recommended bringing in real estate agents familiar with each part of the County to 
provide blind testing of assessment results. After making the needed corrections, the 2006 
values could have been sent out to property owners.  There would have been plenty of 
time for appeals. Unfortunately, that is no longer the case.  
 
Given the events of the past year and the escalating rhetoric of recent weeks, it appears 
extremely unlikely that the County government will ever be able to take politics out of 
the assessment process. Consequently, and sad to say, it may be time for the courts or the 
state to appoint an Independent Assessor for Allegheny County. Obviously, the person 
chosen would have to be highly qualified and experienced, preferably from out of state.  
The Independent Assessor would have authority over all assessment functions, have the 
power to hire and fire and choose the equipment and software necessary to carry out the 
mission of producing the most accurate assessments possible without fear or favor. The 
assessments must meet International standards for the County and, to the greatest extent 
possible, for each school district, each municipality and neighborhood. Just meeting the 
County average accuracy standard will not be adequate in Allegheny County with its 
extremely diverse properties and neighborhoods.  
 
However, even then the problem for the County taxpayers is not over. The assessments 
will be fair but excess spending will still require high millage rates. Still, at that point, 
debate can move away from the sterile rancor over assessments and move to substantive 
issues of how to curb spending.  

 
Jake Haulk, Ph.D.  President       Eric Montarti, Policy Analyst 

 
 
Note:  On Saturday October 22nd, the Society for the Education of Physicians and Patients 
(SEPP) is holding their Healthcare Summit�2005 at the Greentree Holiday Inn from 7:30 am to 
4:00pm.  The topic of the Summit:  American Medicine in Crisis:  A Time for Action.  Guest 
speakers include Pat Toomey, President and CEO of the Club for Growth, U.S. Representative 
Melissa Hart, and Jane Orient, M.D., Executive Director of the Association of American 
Physicians and Surgeons.  For more information please contact Dennis Gabos, M.D. at 412-364-
2758 or visit SEPP on the web at www.sepp.net.   
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